
Accommodation guide 

 

1) On our website https://www.hse.ru/en/sho/ please chose any accommodation option that you like  

 

2) On the opened page at the very bottom click the blue button 

 
 

https://www.hse.ru/en/sho/


3) In the opened tab please click on the word here 

 

 

  



4) In the opened, tap fill in ALL of the gaps. IMPORTANT use the SAME email address that you used when applying for your education at 

https://admissions.hse.ru/en/ 

 

USE THE SAME ADDRESS THAT YOU  

USED APPLYING FOR EDUCATION 

https://admissions.hse.ru/en/


5) After filling in the form, please put 2 ticks and proceed to a new page 

6) In the opened tab put the code that you will receive on your email and your phone number. IMPORTANT the code will arrive not straight away. Please 

wait for about 10 minutes it will come. Please wait, do not forget to check a spam folder.  

 

  



7) Input your phone number with a country code in the box bellow and click next 

8) In the new page please input the code that you will receive on your phone number. And click register.  

  



9) You successfully completed the registration. You will receive the information in the sms to enter the system.   

 
  



11) In the opened window please enter email and password form SMS that you received. 

 

 

12) After accessing the page in one of the lines there is the word "enter", click on it and a field will open, in which you have to enter your REGISTRATION 
NUMBER and click "send"  

  



13) In the opened window chose the needed option and click select. 

 

 
  



14) Next, you choose the right flat and location for you. You can put filters by bed, number of roommates, budget, etc.  

 

 



 
15) You will then be taken to a page with your booking. If you make a mistake or change your mind, you can cancel the booking. The possibility of cancelling 

the seat yourself disappears after the manager accepts your request for work. PLEASE INFORM YOUR MANAGER ABOUT THE EXACT DATE OF ARRIVAL!  
 

 

 

If you have any problems with the booking please contact us:  
 

Call-center - tel.: +7 (495) 531-00-67 

 

Koblova Anna - tel.: +7-495-772-9590, add. 28573; mobile phone.: +7-985-113-6259 

Lomovitskaya Ekaterina - tel.: +7-495-772-9590, add. 28385; 

Belousova Marina - tel.: +7-495-772-9590, add. 28384 

Dandanov Artem - tel.: +7-495-772-9590, add.28387  


